Reserve pit wall next to the mud tanks cannot be higher than four feet.

RIG 7
RAT HOLE 12'5" TO RESERVE PIT SIDE AND 8'5" TO PIPE RACK, MOUSE HOLE 5'5" TO PIPE RACK

RIG 11
RAT HOLE 10' 2" TOWARD TANK 2' TOWARD POWER END, MOUSE HOLE 6' TO WARD PIPE RACK
Strong back: 34' to pipe racks
60'x40' 26' towards the power end
20' on each side of the well

RIG 12
RAT HOLE 10' 8" TOWARD PIT 3' TOWARD POWER END, MOUSE HOLE 5' TOWARD V-DOOR
Strong back: 28' towards the pipe racks
60'x40' 32' towards the power end
20' on each side of the well

RIG 14
RAT HOLE 12'5" TO RESERVE PIT SIDE AND 8' TO PIPE RACK, MOUSE HOLE 5'1" TO PIPE RACK
Strong back: 26' towards the pipe racks
63'x40' 37' towards the power end
20' on each side of the well

RIG 15
MOUSEHOLE 3' 3" FROM CENTER OF HOLE TOWARD V-DOOR
Strong back: 28' towards the pipe racks
60'x40' 32' towards the power end
20' on each side of the well

RIG 16
MOUSEHOLE 5' 9" FROM CENTER OF HOLE TOWARD V-DOOR
Strong back: 30' towards the pipe rack end
60'x40' 30' towards the power end
20' on each side of the well

ALL RIGS
DITCH 2' WIDE AND 2' DEEP COMING OUT OF THE CELLAR 30' TO THE PIPE RACK AREA, 40' TO SUMP AT THE RESERVE PIT
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